Native American Heritage Month

Despite centuries of deliberate erasure, Native Heritage persists and is revitalizing through the dedication of Native activists, artists, teachers, and leaders. Each November, we have an opportunity to celebrate Native American Heritage. While it is important to specifically continue the work of decolonizing our curricula by including Native voices & acknowledging the injustices of the past, it is also important to celebrate the rich heritage of the Native People whose land we now occupy. The resources below include links which support both tasks. If you would like additional support with implementing any of these materials in your class please reach out to the Native Education Program.

Engaging in learning year-round

Since Time Immemorial Canvas
Land Acknowledgement Canvas
Since Time Immemorial OSPI
Native Knowledge 360 Lessons
Native Authored Book List

Resources for celebrating in the classroom

Native Education Program online resources
Muckleshoot Language videos
Helpful NAHM Resources Burke Museum
Exploring Contemporary Culture PBS
Thanksgiving Resources ELEM & SECONDARY
Wampanoag People Mashpee & Aquinnah